Firmware for XDJ-1000MK2 - CHANGE HISTORY
Ver.1.42 (4 February, 2020 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Mac OS Catalina 10.15 was unable to recognize the hardware as an audio device.
✓ Unable to play some Apple Lossless files.
✓ Different KEY sort order was only shown in the PLAYLIST category (from other
categories order).

Ver.1.41 (21 August, 2018 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Inconsistencies when using the matching function.

Ver.1.40 (27 March, 2018 Update)
[NEW]
✓ Ability to display BPM and KEY information in the sort menu and user-set categories.
✓ Comments added to the categories in the SEARCH screen.
[FIXED]
✓ Connection issue with rekordbox (iOS11.2.6).
✓ TC Supply ShowKontrol software connection failure.

Ver.1.30 (21 September, 2017 Update)
[NEW]
✓ Compatible device added: DDJ-XP1.
✓ ALL CLEAR feature added in the SEARCH screen.
[FIXED]
✓ A popping noise occurred during a LOOP with QUANTIZE and MASTER TEMPO
enabled.
✓ A HOT CUE started after jumping to the LOOP-IN point when changing a LOOP
BEAT LENGTH with QUANTIZE enabled.

Ver.1.23 (13 July, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Track playback speed sometimes did not return to the BPM displayed on the screen
when Sync is enabled.

Ver.1.22 (3 April, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Emergency loop issue with certain MP3 files containing APE tag data.
✓ Wrong info appeared when showing PLAYLIST using SHORTCUT after SEARCH
under certain conditions.
✓ Search results did not appear when moving cursor during SEARCH.

Ver.1.20 (7 February, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Audio dropouts in the Control Mode.
✓ Track loading time sometimes took longer when using the XDJ for several hours.
✓ [BACKGROUND COLOR] and [WAVE FORM COLOR] were grayed out and unable
to be selected.
✓ Fixed certain issues during playback and track selection.
✓ Some issues when using SLIP HOT CUE.
[IMPROVED]
✓ Removing tracks from a tag list is quicker when using the REMOVE button.

Ver.1.10 (25 August, 2016 Update)
[NEW]
✓ rekordbox dj HID control.
✓ KUVO real-time information distribution is available when tracks are played on
rekordbox dj (Ver.4.2.1).
[IMPROVED]
✓ More precise waveform is shown on the overview waveform.
[FIXED]
✓ Some tracks may not be played on the CDJ-TOUR1 when it is connected to the XDJ1000MK2.

